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Abstract
Recently, convolutional neural networks (CNNs)
have been used as a powerful tool to solve many
problems of machine learning and computer vi-
sion. In this paper, we aim to provide insight
on the property of convolutional neural networks,
as well as a generic method to improve the per-
formance of many CNN architectures. Specifi-
cally, we first examine existing CNN models and
observe an intriguing property that the filters in
the lower layers form pairs (i.e., filters with op-
posite phase). Inspired by our observation, we
propose a novel, simple yet effective activation
scheme called concatenated ReLU (CReLU) and
theoretically analyze its reconstruction property
in CNNs. We integrate CReLU into several
state-of-the-art CNN architectures and demon-
strate improvement in their recognition perfor-
mance on CIFAR-10/100 and ImageNet datasets
with fewer trainable parameters. Our results sug-
gest that better understanding of the properties
of CNNs can lead to significant performance im-
provement with a simple modification.

1. Introduction
In recent years, convolutional neural networks (CNNs)
have achieved great success in many problems of machine
learning and computer vision (Krizhevsky et al., 2012; Si-
monyan & Zisserman, 2014; Szegedy et al., 2015; Gir-
shick et al., 2014). In addition, a wide range of techniques
have been developed to enhance the performance or ease
the training of CNNs (Lin et al., 2013; Zeiler & Fergus,
2013; Maas et al., 2013; Ioffe & Szegedy, 2015). Despite
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Figure 1. Visualization of conv1 filters from AlexNet. Each fil-
ter and its pairing filter (wi and w̄i next to each other) appear
surprisingly opposite (in phase) to each other. See text for details.

the great empirical success, fundamental understanding of
CNNs is still lagging behind. Towards addressing this is-
sue, this paper aims to provide insight on the intrinsic prop-
erty of convolutional neural networks.

To better comprehend the internal operations of CNNs,
we investigate the well-known AlexNet (Krizhevsky et al.,
2012) and thereafter discover that the network learns highly
negatively-correlated pairs of filters for the first few con-
volution layers. Following our preliminary findings, we
hypothesize that the lower convolution layers of AlexNet
learn redundant filters to extract both positive and negative
phase information of an input signal (Section 2.1). Based
on the premise of our conjecture, we propose a novel, sim-
ple yet effective activation scheme called Concatenated
Rectified Linear Unit (CReLU). The proposed activation
scheme preserves both positive and negative phase infor-
mation while enforcing non-saturated non-linearity. The
unique nature of CReLU allows a mathematical charac-
terization of convolution layers in terms of reconstruction
property, which is an important indicator of how expres-
sive and generalizable the corresponding CNN features are
(Section 2.2).

In experiments, we evaluate the CNN models with CReLU

and make a comparison to models with ReLU and Abso-
lute Value Rectification Units (AVR) (Jarrett et al., 2009)
on benchmark object recognition datasets, such as CIFAR-
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• Observation: a trained AlexNet have 
pairs of filters that have opposite phase 
to each other


• Natural consequence of using ReLU 
nonlinearity. 

Conv1 filters of AlexNet 
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• Blue: histogram of AlexNet filters, Red: histogram of random Gaussian filters 


• Pairing filters of AlexNet are highly negatively-correlated. 


• Gradually shifts towards 0 when going deeper. 




• Hypothesis: lower convolution layers learn redundant filters to extract both 
positive and negative phase information of an input signal. 


CReLU



• Hypothesis: lower convolution layers learn redundant filters to extract both 
positive and negative phase information of an input signal. 


• Proposal: use a different activation scheme that accounts for both phases.


CReLU
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• Absolute Value Rectification (AVR) is the most similar activation function 
previously proposed in the literature.


• Differently to ReLU or AVR, they are explicitly crafted to respond to phase and 
modulus of responses.
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• CReLU naturally reduce redundancy of learning separate filters that differ in 
phase only. 


• CReLU is an activation scheme. The element-wise ReLU non- linearity after 
concatenation can be substituted by other activation functions (e.g., Leaky 
ReLU).

Properties of CReLU



• Perform experiments on object recognition tasks on CIFAR-10/100 and 
ImageNet.


• Experimentation protocol: 


- Employ existing network architectures with ReLU. 


- Replace ReLU into CReLU. 


- Hyperparameters (e.g., learning rate) are re-used from baseline ReLU 
models.  

Experiments



CIFAR-10 and 100 Understanding and Improving Convolutional Neural Networks via Concatenated Rectified Linear Units

E. Details of Network Architecture

Baseline Baseline (double)
Layer kernel, stride, padding activation kernel, stride, padding activation
conv1 3⇥3⇥3⇥96, 1, 1 Relu 3⇥3⇥3⇥192, 1, 1 Relu

conv2 3⇥3⇥96⇥96, 1, 1 Relu 3⇥3⇥192⇥192, 1, 1 Relu

pool1 3⇥3, 2, 0 max 3⇥3, 2, 0 max
conv3 3⇥3⇥96⇥192, 1, 1 Relu 3⇥3⇥192⇥384, 1, 1 Relu

conv4 3⇥3⇥192⇥192, 1, 1 Relu 3⇥3⇥384⇥384, 1, 1 Relu

conv5 3⇥3⇥192⇥192, 1, 1 Relu 3⇥3⇥384⇥384, 1, 1 Relu

pool2 3⇥3, 2, 0 max 3⇥3, 2, 0 max
conv6 3⇥3⇥192⇥192, 1, 1 Relu 3⇥3⇥384⇥384, 1, 1 Relu

conv7 1⇥1⇥192⇥192, 1, 1 Relu 1⇥1⇥384⇥384, 1, 1 Relu

conv8 1⇥1⇥192⇥10/100, 1, 0 Relu 1⇥1⇥384⇥10/100, 1, 0 Relu

pool3 10⇥10 (100 for CIFAR-100) avg 10⇥10 (100 for CIFAR-100) avg

Table S1. (Left) Baseline and (right) baseline (double) models used for CIFAR-10/100 experiment. “avg” refers average pooling.

CRelu CRelu (half)
Layer kernel, stride, padding activation kernel, stride, padding activation
conv1 3⇥3⇥3⇥96, 1, 1 CRelu 3⇥3⇥3⇥48, 1, 1 CRelu

conv2 3⇥3⇥192⇥96, 1, 1 CRelu 3⇥3⇥96⇥48, 1, 1 CRelu

pool1 3⇥3, 2, 0 max 3⇥3, 2, 0 max
conv3 3⇥3⇥192⇥192, 1, 1 CRelu 3⇥3⇥96⇥48, 1, 1 CRelu

conv4 3⇥3⇥384⇥192, 1, 1 CRelu 3⇥3⇥96⇥96, 1, 1 CRelu

conv5 3⇥3⇥384⇥192, 1, 1 CRelu 3⇥3⇥192⇥96, 1, 1 CRelu

pool2 3⇥3, 2, 0 max 3⇥3, 2, 0 max
conv6 3⇥3⇥384⇥192, 1, 1 CRelu 3⇥3⇥192⇥96, 1, 1 CRelu

conv7 1⇥1⇥384⇥192, 1, 1 CRelu 1⇥1⇥192⇥96, 1, 1 CRelu

conv8 1⇥1⇥384⇥10/100, 1, 0 Relu 1⇥1⇥192⇥10/100, 1, 0 Relu

pool3 10⇥10 (100 for CIFAR-100) avg 10⇥10 (100 for CIFAR-100) avg

Table S2. (Left) CRelu and (right) CRelu (half) models used for CIFAR-10/100 experiment.
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• ConvPool-CNN-C 
(Springenberg et al. 
2014)
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• ConvPool-CNN-C 
(Springenberg et al. 
2014)



• CReLU models outperform the ReLU and AVR models.


• CReLU with reduced model capacity still outperforms the baseline ReLU 
model. 

Results on CIFAR 10/100
CIFARN10&and&100

• Performed&10Nfold&crossNvalidation&and&report&“Average”&and&
“Vote”&of&10&models.

• CReLU models&outperform&the&ReLU and&AVR&models.
• CReLU with&reduced&model&capacity&still&outperforms&the&

baseline&ReLU model.

Test&set&recognition&error&with&baseline&network&architecture.



• VGG-style network architecture involves 13 conv. + 2 fully-connected layers.


• Replacing ReLU into CReLU gradually from lower layers to higher layers 
improves the performance. 

Results on CIFAR 10/100CIFARN10&and&100:&deeper&net

• VGGNstyle&network&architecture&involves&13&conv.&+&2&fullyN
connected&layers&[3].

• Replacing&ReLU into&CReLU gradually&from&lower&layers&to&
higher&layers&improves&the&performance.

Test&set&recognition&error&with&deeper&network&architecture.

[3]&Zagoruyko.&Torch&blog.&http://torch.ch/blog/2015/07/30/cifar.html,&2015.



• Achieved lower error rates to other state-of-the-art. 

Results on CIFAR 10/100CIFARN10&and&100:&deeper&net

• Achieved&lower&error&rates&to&other&stateNofNtheNart.
Test&set&recognition&error&with&deeper&network&architecture&(VGG).



• [2] Springenberg et al. Striving for simplicity: The all convolutional net. In ICLR Workshop, 2014. 

ImageNet

• AllNCNNNB&model&[2]

CReLU (conv1N4):&10.14M

Baseline&CNN&(ReLU,&AVR)
#&of&parameters:&9.37M CReLU (conv1N7):&11.62M

ImageNet

[2]&Springenberg et&al.&Striving&for&simplicity:&The&all&convolutional&net.&In&ICLR&Workshop,&2014.



• Test set recognition error. † are obtained by averaging scores from 10 
patches. 


• CReLU improves the classification accuracy.


• Going deeper with CReLU isn’t necessarily beneficial. 

Results on ImageNet

• CReLU improves&the&classification&accuracy.
• Going&deeper&with&CReLU isn’t&necessarily&beneficial.

Test&set&recognition&error.&†&are&obtained&by&averaging&scores&from&10&patches.

ImageNet



• CReLU model achieves highly competitive results while leveraging a small 
number of model parameters. 

Results on ImageNet

• CReLU model&achieves&highly&competitive&results&while&
leveraging&a&small&number&of&model&parameters.

Comparison&to&other&methods.&†&are&obtained&by&averaging&scores&from&10&patches.

[4]&Yang&et&al.&Deep&fried&convnets.&In&ICCV,&2015.
[5]&Han&et&al.&Learning&both&weights&and&connections&for&efficient&neural&network.&In&NIPS,&2015.

ImageNet



• Histograms of CReLU model well align with the distributions of  
random Gaussian filters.  

Pairing Disappears with CReLU 

• Negative&correlations&of&pairing&filters

Pairing&Disappears&with&CReLU

N Histograms&of&CReLU model&well&align&with&the&distributions&of&
random&Gaussian&filters.&

N Pairing&phenomena&disappears&with&CReLU.

Blue:&histogram&of&CReLU filters,&Red:&histogram&of&random&Gaussian&filters

CReLU

(a)&conv1 (b)&conv2 (c)&conv3 (d)&conv4

ReLU



Discussion: regularization Discussion:&Regularization

• Empirical&evidence:&train&vs.&test&errors

– CReLU model&shows&higher&train&error&even&though&it&contains&

more&trainable&parameters.

• Rademacher Complexity&Bound

– RCB&of&CReLU model&is&the&same&as&that&of&ReLU model&[6].

[6]&Wan&et&al.,&Regularization&of&neural&networks&using&dropNconnect.&In&ICML,&2013.
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Discussion: invariance Discussion:&Invariance

N Invariant&representation&is&desirable&for&highNlevel&vision&tasks.
N CReLU models&show&higher&invariance&score&than&ReLU models.

(a)&CIFARN10 (b)&ImageNet

Discussion:&Invariance

N Invariance&score&gives&an&idea&where&to&place&CReLU.
Blue:&ReLU,&Red:&CReLU (conv1N7)



Discussion: invariance Discussion:&Invariance

N Invariant&representation&is&desirable&for&highNlevel&vision&tasks.
N CReLU models&show&higher&invariance&score&than&ReLU models.

(a)&CIFARN10 (b)&ImageNet

Discussion:&Invariance

N Invariance&score&gives&an&idea&where&to&place&CReLU.
Blue:&ReLU,&Red:&CReLU (conv1N7)



Discussion: reconstruction property Discussion:&Reconstruction&Property

• CReLU model&can&be&inverted for&reconstruction

Reconstruction&algorithm&of&CReLU model&(without&maxNpooling).

(a)&input (b)&conv1 (c)&conv2 (d)&conv3

Reconstruction&of&CReLU model&using&different&convolution&layers.

(e)&conv4
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(a)&input (b)&conv1 (c)&conv2 (d)&conv3

Reconstruction&of&CReLU model&using&different&convolution&layers.

(e)&conv4



Conclusions

• A new activation scheme, CReLU, which preserves both positive and 
negative linear responses after convolution is proposed so that each filter 
can efficiently represent its unique direction.  

• CReLU improves deep networks with classification objective.  

• CReLU is effective from several viewpoints, such as regularization, 
invariance, as well as reconstruction property.


